Rapid characterization and engineering of natural product biosynthetic pathways via DNA assembler†
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We report a synthetic biology strategy for rapid genetic manipulation of natural product biosynthetic pathways. Based on DNA assembler, this method synthesizes the entire expression vector containing the target biosynthetic pathway and the genetic elements required for DNA maintenance and replication in various hosts in a single-step manner through yeast homologous recombination, offering unprecedented flexibility and versatility in pathway manipulations.

Microorganisms and plants have evolved to produce a myriad array of complex molecules known as natural products or secondary metabolites that are of biomedical and biotechnological importance.1–3 For example, it has been estimated that 77% of antibacterial drugs and 78% of anticancer drugs are natural products or have been derived from natural products.4 While many effective drugs have been discovered in the past decades, a pressing need for the development of new therapeutic agents remains. This is mainly due to the rapid development of antibiotic resistance to existing drugs, the recent threat of bioterrorism, and the ever-increasing demand for new therapeutic agents for treatment of cancers and infectious diseases, to name a few.

Sequenced genomes and metagenomes represent a tremendously rich source for discovery of novel pathways involved in natural product biosynthesis.5,6 Over the last decade, the complete genome sequences of more than 1500 organisms have been determined, with more than 7000 organisms in the pipeline (http://www.genomesonline.org/cgi-bin/GOLD/bin/gold.cgi). However, only a tiny fraction of these biosynthetic pathways have been characterized, and discovery and sustainable production of natural products are often hampered by our limited ability to manipulate the corresponding biosynthetic pathways.

Existing strategies for functional analysis of biosynthetic pathways can be broadly classified into two groups including the native host gene inactivation method and the heterologous host gene expression method.6 Compared to the native host-based method, the heterologous host-based method offers several advantages. First, most of native producers are not commonly cultivable in the laboratory and many microorganisms grow very slowly and produce minute amount of target compounds. It has been estimated that only 1% of bacteria and 5% of fungi have been cultivated in the laboratory.7–9 Second, maximizing expression of a biosynthetic pathway in a well-characterized organism is usually easier and comparison of metabolic profiles is often less difficult. Third, the genetic tools available for a well-characterized organism enable the overproduction of a target natural product through metabolic engineering and the generation of new derivatives of a target compound through combinatorial biosynthesis. The heterologous host-based method has been successfully demonstrated in discovery and characterization of many natural products, such as methylenomycin furans,10 phosphonic acids,11,12 and polyketides.13,14 However, this method also has several limitations. Major drawbacks include but are not limited to, the difficult transfer and genetic manipulation of large biosynthetic pathways such as performing scar-less targeted gene disruption and introducing single/multiple point mutations, problems with promoter recognition and gene expression, limited availability of expression hosts, and low yield.15 Therefore, it is highly desirable to establish novel efficient modification, transfer, and expression technologies.

Due to its high efficiency and ease to work with, in vivo homologous recombination in Sacccharomyces cerevisiae has been widely used for gene cloning and library creation.16–18 Larionov and coworkers developed a transformation-associated recombination (TAR) cloning method in S. cerevisiae and used it to isolate large chromosomal fragments or entire gene clusters from complex genomes.19–22 We developed the DNA assembler approach to assemble multiple gene expression cassettes into biochemical pathways either on a plasmid or on a chromosome in S. cerevisiae in a single-step fashion.23 The recent success of constructing the entire Mycoplasma genitalium and Mycoplasma mycoides genomes further demonstrated the efficacy of using S. cerevisiae as a robust factory to assemble DNA molecules.24,25

Here we extended the DNA assembler approach, enabling it as a genomics-driven, synthetic biology-based method, for discovery, characterization, and engineering of natural product biosynthetic pathways. The strategy is illustrated in...
Scheme 1 Briefly, pathway fragments encoding the target biosynthetic pathway and helper fragments carrying the genetic elements needed for DNA maintenance and replication in *S. cerevisiae*, *E. coli*, and the target heterologous expression host are amplified from the genome of the native producer and the corresponding vectors, respectively, and subsequently co-transformed into *S. cerevisiae*. Since polymerase chain reaction (PCR) primers are designed to generate an overlap region between two adjacent fragments, these fragments will be assembled into a single DNA molecule in *S. cerevisiae* through homologous recombination. The isolated plasmids are transformed into *E. coli* for plasmid enrichment and verification, and the correct construct is transformed into the desired host for heterologous expression of the target biosynthetic pathway. Of special note, because the pathway fragments can be readily modified by PCR, various genetic manipulations such as site-directed mutagenesis and scar-less gene deletion and insertion can be easily introduced into the target pathway.

We sought to study two related biosynthetic pathways, the aureothin (Fig. 1a) and the spectinabilin (Fig. 2a) biosynthetic pathways. Both pathways contain multiple type I polyketide synthases (PKSs) that are composed of domains including β-ketosynthase (KS), acyl transferase (AT), acyl carrier protein (ACP), ketoreductase (KR), dehydratase (DH), and enoylreductase (ER) domains. Because of the importance of polyketides in medicine and the modular, programmable nature of the biosynthetic machinery, PKSs have been extensively investigated and engineered to produce new derivatives. Aureothin is a rare nitroaryl-substituted polyketide (Fig. 1b, compound 1) from *Streptomyces thioluteus*, which exhibits antitumor, antifungal, and insecticidal activities. Seven pathway fragments of 4.5 kb, were PCR-amplified from the genomic DNA, and co-transformed with the three helper fragments into *S. cerevisiae*, leading to their assembly into a single circular DNA molecule of 35.7 kb (29.1 kb from the aureothin biosynthetic pathway and 6.6 kb from the helper fragments). The details of designing the overlaps between adjacent fragments were described in Fig. S1 in the ESI. Six out of the ten randomly picked constructs were shown to be correctly assembled, as verified by restriction digestion analysis, indicating a high assembly efficiency of 60%. Three of the correct constructs were subsequently conjugated to a heterologous host, *Streptomyces lividans*. Note that a *Streptomyces* phage-derived φC31 integrase gene, a φC31 recognition site, and an origin of conjugal transfer (Fig. S2 in the ESI†) were included in the *Streptomyces* helper fragment so that the target biosynthetic pathway would be transferred and integrated to the chromosome of *S. lividans*. As a result, all three *S. lividans* clones produced aureothin with a titer of 6.1 ± 0.2 mg L⁻¹ (Fig. 1b and Fig. S3 in the ESI†).
indicating that such a cluster of 29 kb has been successfully assembled and heterologously expressed.

Based on this system, site-directed mutagenesis can now be readily used to generate new derivatives. Unlike the labor-intensive and time-consuming procedures used in the conventional methods, DNA assembler only requires adding site-specific mutation(s) into the PCR primers used to generate pathway fragments. As an example, the active sites of the DH domain of AurB were targeted. The motifs HXXXGXXXP and DXX(X/H) were found to be conserved among the DH domains of PKSs and the histidine and the aspartic acid were identified as the catalytic residues. Based on this information, AurB DH H964A mutant and AurB DH H964A/D1131A double mutant were generated. We expected them to produce compounds 2 (Fig. 1b) if the corresponding domain was completely inactivated, or a mixture of both compound 2 and aureothin if the activity was only reduced. The mutation led to significant changes in HPLC analysis in which several new peaks appeared and the aureothin peak was drastically decreased (Fig. 1b). The distinguishable peak at 15.8 min was confirmed to be compound 2 by its MS and MS2 patterns (Fig. S4 in the ESI†). Interestingly, it was found that the wild type pathway could also produce a minute amount of compound 2 due to the incomplete modification catalyzed by the AurB DH domain on the upstream intermediate. In order to demonstrate that the derivative was produced mainly due to the corresponding mutation(s), the relative yield, defined as the ratio between the level of compound 2 and the level of the generated aureothin, was determined. The wild type pathway produced compound 2 at a relative yield of 0.023 : 1, while the AurB DH H964A mutant and the AurB DH H964A/D1131A mutant gave a relative yield of 1.03 : 1 and 26.3 : 1, respectively (Fig. 1b). From the evolutionary point of view, the wild type pathway should be most efficient for the synthesis of the product because almost no accumulation of intermediates was observed, whereas the modified pathways could accumulate some intermediates if the downstream enzymes cannot take those intermediates with modified structures as perfect substrates and only process them at a slower rate. On the other hand, the residual production of aureothin suggests that the corresponding mutation(s) either did not completely inactivate the enzymes, or completely inactivated the enzymes but another unknown enzyme with dehydratase activity played a role in the dehydration step. In addition, the wild type pathway can naturally synthesize a tiny amount of the aureothin analogue. This could take place when a small amount of an intermediate skips a certain enzymatic reaction and at the same time is processed by the downstream enzymes. Overall, our results have demonstrated that single/multiple site-directed mutagenesis can be easily performed without going through the complicated multi-step procedures used by other conventional approaches.

Compared to aureothin, spectinabilin is a longer nitro-phenyl containing polyketide, which exhibits antimalarial and antiviral activities. The biosynthetic pathway from Streptomyces spectabilis consists of 4 PKSs (Fig. 2a) and shares a very high sequence homology with the spectinabilin biosynthetic pathway from Streptomyces orinoci (Fig. S5 in the ESI†). However, only the biosynthetic pathway from S. spectabilis was successfully expressed in S. lividans, while the biosynthetic pathway from S. orinoci failed to produce any spectinabilin in the heterologous host. Comparison of the two biosynthetic pathways revealed one major difference: the S. spectabilis cluster contains three extra genes, spnK, spnL, and spnM (Fig. S5 in the ESI†). To investigate their role in spectinabilin biosynthesis, we used DNA assembler to inactivate spnK by site-directed mutagenesis and completely delete spnM and spnM + spnL. Initially, we attempted to assemble the spectinabilin biosynthetic pathway using the same procedure as we did for the aureothin biosynthetic pathways. However, a low efficiency (<10%) was observed and most of the constructs underwent severe gene deletion(s), possibly due to the high sequence identity among PKS domains. To address this issue, a modified two-step assembly strategy was devised (Fig. S6 in the ESI†), through which we were able to assemble this biosynthetic pathway of 45 kb with an efficiency of 30%. To inactivate spnK, the codon TGC encoding Cys199 was changed to a stop codon TGA in the PCR primers. The genes spnM and spnM + spnL were individually removed from the biosynthetic pathway by redesigning the reverse primers for amplifying the last pathway fragments. All three mutants produced spectinabilin (Fig. 2b and Fig. S7 in the ESI†), although their titers were affected by the corresponding mutations (Wild type, 31.8 ± 4.5 μg L⁻¹; MutK, 17.2 ± 0.5 μg L⁻¹; DelM, 21.2 ± 2.1 μg L⁻¹; DelML, 10.5 ± 1.6 μg L⁻¹), indicating that spnK, spnL, and spnM are not required for spectinabilin biosynthesis, supporting our previous bioinformatics study showing that they are only involved in up-regulating substrate concentration and product transportation.

To further demonstrate the versatility of our approach in manipulating large gene clusters, we created a hybrid biosynthetic pathway between the aureothin and the spectinabilin pathways. Because the aureothin pathway lacks the counterpart of the spnA gene in the spectinabilin biosynthetic pathway, we removed spnA and created a hybrid pathway comprising
The generation of aureothin by a hybrid pathway was achieved previously, but a much more complicated experimental protocol has to be used.27

Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated that DNA assembler enables sophisticated genetic manipulations such as point mutagenesis and scar-less gene substitution and deletion, which can be used to confirm the gene function, locate key amino acid residues, study the biosynthetic mechanism, express biosynthetic pathways heterologously, and generate new derivatives. Moreover, with little modification, DNA assembler may be used for many other applications such as promoter/regulator replacement, cryptic pathway activation, artificial operon construction, rapid library creation and pathway optimization. All these sophisticated genetic manipulations are difficult to accomplish by other conventional methods. Overall, because the DNA fragments to be assembled are completely mobile and amenable to all sorts of sophisticated genetic manipulations accessible to PCR or can be chemically synthesized de novo with optimized codons, this DNA assembler based strategy offers the ultimate versatility and flexibility in characterizing and engineering natural product biosynthetic pathways.
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